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Domain Dependence of Elliptic 
Operators in Divergence Forml 
J. M. Arrieta 
Abstract: We consider different metrics in the set 8 of 
all open sets, up to an equivalence relation, and analize the 
continuity under this metrics of the spectrum for second order 
elliptic differential operators in divergence form. In particular, 
we show. that if {Okh~o is a sequence of domains in B(O, 1), 
if uk are the solutions of -.6. uk = 1 with Dirichlet boundary 
conditions, and if uk k~ uo in L2(B(O, 1)), then for any 
elliptic operator L = aij 8ij + bi8i + c with aij E CO,I, 
bi , C E L oo the spectrum and spectral projections of L in Ok 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions converge to the spectrum 
and spectral projections of L in 00 with Dirichlet b01,1ndary 
conditions. . 
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1 Introduction. 
In [3], the author considered a general second order elliptic operator L = aij 8ij + 
bi8i +c, aij E COcmN ), bi , c E Loo(JRN ) and also the set 8 = {n c B(O, 1), open}. 
He defined an equivalence relation rv in 8 and a metric d in e = 8/ rv and showed 
that the principal eigenvalue and eigenfunction of L, with Dirichlet boundary 
conditions, are continuous in this metric. The construction of the equivalence 
relation and the metric involve the solution of Mu = -1 where M = aij8ij+bi8i = 
L - c and therefore depend on the operator L. It will be desirable to construct a 
metric as simple as possible and independent of the operator L so that the same 
conclusions above still hold. In this work we will show that if we consider the 
class of operators L with aij E C O,l then this is possible. The main idea is to use 
the solutions of f::,.u = -1 in n to define the metric. Since aij E C O,l we can use 
variational techniques to, roughly speaking, compare both operators, f::,. and L. 
To fix the ideas let us recall the construction from [3]. 
The equivalence relation in e is constructed as follows. Let L = aij 8ij +bi8i +c 
with aij E CO(JRN ), bi , C E Loo(JRN ) an strictly elliptic operator and define 
M = aij 8ij + bi8i = L - c. Let n be a bounded open set n c B(O, 1) . Following 
the ideas of [7], we first define a canonical function uO,M depending only on n 
and on the operator M. Consider a family of smooth domains H j , j ~ 1, so that 
Hj c n, Hj C Hj+1 and Uj~l H j = n. If M = aij8ij + bi8i , so that L = M + c, 
denote by Uj the solution of, 
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MUj = -1, 
Uj = 0, 
(1.1) 
This solution exists, since H j is smooth, and it is positive in H j by the maximum 
principle. It can be proved that Uj is a nondecreasing sequence which converges to 
a function uO,M weakly in W 2,P(J), for any p > 1, and strongly in Cl(J), for any 
compact set J c n. Moreover, uO,M is a strong solution of the problem Mu = -1 
in O. It is not difficult to prove that the function uO,M is independent of the 
domains H j and on1y depends on 0 and the operator M. Moreover uO,M > 0 in 
O. In general it is not true that uO,M(xt~·~oO, although if z E ao isa regular 
point of the boundary, in the sense that exists a barrier at"that point, we have 
uO,M (x)::'::'; = 0, (see [7]). This function was of fundamental importance in the 
analysis of [3] and [7]. 
Defining rO,M = {x E an : 3{Xk} C 0, Xj ~ x and uO,M(Xj) ~ O}, we can 
construct the open set n*,M = 11 \ rO,M (see [3]) . The equivalence relation is 
defined as follows 
n n n* ,M n*,M 
HI rv M H2 <===> HI = H2 
With this equivalence relation we define eM = e / rv M 
The metric constructed in [3] is the following 
dfoo : eM x eM 
(01 , O2 ) 
~IR+ 
~ dfoo(01,02) == Ilu01,M - u02 ,Mllu:"'(Bd 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
It is showed in [3] that (eM, dfoo) is a complete metric space. Moreover, the 
principal eigenvalue and eigenfunction of L are continuous in this metric. Similar 
continuity results are also obtained for the solution of the equation Lv = f . 
At this point several important questions arise: 
(1) . How does the equivalence relation rv M depend on the operator M? Is it 
possible to show that the equivalence relation is independent of M, at least for 
certain class of operators M? 
(2). Is it possible to obtain similar results for metrics of the type d~(Oll O2 ) = 
lIu01,M - u02 ,MIILP(Bd for certain 1 ::; p < 00 or d~l (0 1 , O2 ) = Ilu01,M -
u0 2,M IIH1(Bd? 
(3). How do all these metrics depend on the operator M? Is it possible to show 
that d~ (Ok, 0 o) k~ 0 if and only if df" (Ok, no) ~ 0 for M, M two different 
operators, maybe in certain class? 
(4). Is it possible to obtain some continuity in these metrics for the rest of the 
spectrum? 
In this work we will treat these questions for the class of operators L with 
aij E CO,l and that, therefore, can be expressed in divergence form. 
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Let us define the following families of operators: 
V = {L = 8 i (aij 8j ) + bi 8 i + c; aij E CO,l(m,;'), bi , c E Loo(m,n), and 
such that there exists v > 0, with aij{i{j ~ vl{12} 
Vo = {L E V; c == O} 
S = {M E V; bi == O} 
So = {M E V; bi == 0, C == O} 
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Notice that if LEV, it can also be written as L = a ij 8ij + bi 8i + c with 
bi = 8j (aij) + bi . 
In this paper all the operators will be considered with Dirichlet boundary 
conditions. Therefore, notions like: spectrum, resolvent operator, selfadjointness, 
etc. are related only to Dirichlet boundary conditions. Also, Bl will always 
represent the unit ball B(O, 1) in m,N. All the open sets considered in this work 
will be bounded, and when a sequence of open sets {11k} is considered it will 
always be uniformly bnunded. Hence, without loss of generality we can assume 
that 11k c B 1 . 
In Section 3, we will show that for any M, ME VO and any 11 C Bl == B(O, 1), 
11*,M = 11* ,M. Therefore the equivalence relation is the same for any operator 
M E Vo. This allows us to define 11* == 11*,M and 8 == 8 M, for any M E Vo. 
With respect to the metric, we will see in Section 5 that for a fixed M E Vo 
the metrics dt{" 1 :S p < 00 and dWl define the same metric. Moreover if MESo, 
ME VO we have, 
dt{,(11k,11o) k~ 0 ===} df,,(11k, 110 ) ~ O. 
In particular, if M, MESo then the metrics dt{, and df" are equivalents. 
In Section 4, we will see that if LEV and M = L - c then the spectrum, 
spectral projections and the resolvent operator of L, behave continuously in the 
metric dt{,. 
Notice that the metric dt{, is strictly weaker than the metric d"foo, defined in 
[3]. For example, if 11 is a domain, p E 11 and we define 11k = 11 \ B(p, t) we 
will have dt{,(11k,11) k~ 0 while d"foo(11k,11) ~ 8 > O. This means that with the 
metrics dt{, we may allow more general perturbations of the domain. Moreover, 
while the space (8,d"foo) is a complete metric space we will show that "the space 
(8,dt{,), 1:S p < 00 is not complete, see Section 6. 
Since the Laplace operator, !::J., is the simplest second order elliptic differential 
operator it is natural to define a canonical metric, d2 , by 
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With the results of this paper the following convergence result can be proved 
Theorem 1.1 Let {Okh~o c e and let uk be the solution of 6uk = -1 in Ok, 
uk = 0 in 80k for any k ;::: O. Let LEV and denote by Lk the opemtor L with 
Dirichlet boundary conditions acting in Ok 
Consider the following statements: 
(i). uk k:.::::;' uO in L2(Bd (that is d2 (Ok,00) k:.::::;' 0). 
(ii). The spectrum of Lk approaches the spectrum of L o, and the spectml projec-
tions of Lk approach the spectml projections of Lo in .c(L2(Bd, HJ(Bl )). 
Then (i) implies (ii). 
Moreover, if L is selfadjoint, both statements are equivalent. 
This theorem is proved in Section 5. 
In [20], [21], [22], [23], Micheletti studies the properties of the spectrum of 
an elliptic operator when the domain is perturbed. She const~ucts and studies a 
metric in the family of bounded smooth domains, Courant's metric, and obtains 
generic properties of the eigenvalues in this metric. The domains are smooth, and 
the metric is stronger than the metric d2 , constructed in this paper. Therefore we 
are able to allow more general perturbations than the ones in [20]-[23]. 
Most of the results in the literature related to the behavior of the spectrum 
of an operator when the domain is perturbed (regula- or singularly) put the em-
phasis on geometric conditions on the perturbation of the domain to garantee the 
continuity of the spectrum. In this sense our work is different. The conditions we 
imposse are not geometric: we reduce the continuity of the spectrum of a second 
order elliptic operator in divergence form, to obtain the continuity in L2 of the 
solutions of one of the simplest nontrivial elliptic equations, - 6 u = 1, in the 
perturbed domains. 
For other results related to the different behavior of the operator L when the 
domain is perturbed (continuity results or singular behavior) under different kind 
of boundary condition the reader is referred to the bibliography at the end of the 
article. 
Acknowledgments. I would like to thank the members of the ICMSC, especially 
to A. N. de Carvalho, for their support and for making this stay in Brazil a very 
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2 Preliminaries 
In this section we prove some preliminary results that will be used throught the 
paper. 
Lemma 2.1 Let aij E LOO(O) such that there exists a v > 0 with aij~i~j ;::: vl~12. 
Assume ePk E Hl(O), ePk ~ eP weakly in Hl(O) and strongly in L2(0) . Then, if 
In aij 8iePk 8jePk k:.::::;' In aij8ieP8jeP, we have ePk ~ eP strongly in Hl (0). 
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Proof. If we define IIflia = 10 aij8d 8jf + 10 If12, then II . Iia is a norm in 
HI(O) equivalent to the usual norm. Moreover, for the sequence ¢k we have 
fi¢klla k~ 1I¢lIa. This fact and the weak convergence in HI(O) of ¢k imply the 
strong convergence in HI(O). 
Lemma 2.2 Let L = 8i(aij8j ) + bi8i + c E V with ellipticity constant v and 
such that lIaijllu"', Ilbillu"', IIcllLoo ::; {3 for certain positive constant {3. Define also 
M = 8i(aij 8j ) + bi8i = L - c E 'Do. We have, 
{i}. There exist constants TJ and Co depending only on v and {3, such that for 
any open set 0 C BI C JRN, the opemtor -L + TJ defines a bilinear coercive form 
11/( u , v), in HJ (0) with 111/( u, v) I ::; Co lIuli HJ (0) IIv II HJ (0) and 11/( u, u) ~ Collull~J(O). 
{ii}. Let p E (~~2' 2]. There exists a constant Cl, depending on v, {3 and p, such 
that for any 0 C BI and for any f E £P(O) there exists a unique W E HJ(O) 
solution of Lw - TJW = f and IIwIIHJ(o) ::; clllfll£!,(o). In particular, the resolvent 
opemtor R( A, L) is compact. 
{iii}. There exist a constant C2, depending only on v and {3 such that if 0 C B I, 
f E Loo(O) and Mv = f then IIvIlHl(O) ::; c2I1fIlLOO(0) 
Proof. (i). By definition 
lo(u,v) = In aij8iu8jv - In bi8iuv - In cuv 
Notice that 110 bi8iuvl ::; IIblloollulIHJ IIvll£2 ::; IIblloo(fllull~J + ~llvlli2) 
Similarly 110 cuvl ::; IIcll oo (fllull£2 + ~llvll£2) 
This implies that 
2 (lIbll oo + Ilclloo) II II 11/(u, u) ~ (a - Ilbll oo f)II'Vull£2(O) + TJ - f u £2 
Ch · a d IIbll oo +llcli oo + a bt · I ( ) > a II 112 oosmg f = 211bll oo an TJ = < 2" we 0 am 1/ u,u _ 2" u HJ(Or 
(ii) . Ifp E (JZ2' 2J and l/p+l/q = 1, we have HJ(Bt} '-> U(B1 ). with embed-
ding constant C. Therefore, 110 fvl ::; IlfIlLP(O) ·lIvIlLq(O) ::; CllfIlLP(O) ·lIvIlHJ(O) · 
This means that if f E LP(O) then f defines a continuous linear functional F in 
HJ(O) by F(v) = 10 fv and 
IWII = sup{1n fv : IIvIlHJ(o) = I} ::; CllfIILP(O) 
By the Lax-Milgram theorem we get the existence of a unique W E HJ(O) satis-
fying 11/(w,v) = F(v) for all v E HJ(O) and lIuIIHJ(O) ::; 2~lIfIlLP(0) . 
(iii). From the maximum principle we know that IIvIlLOO(O) ::; BllfIILoo(o) with 
B independent of O. Choosing the constant TJ of (i), we get that MV-TJv = f -TJV 
and therefore from (ii) IIvIlHJ(O) ::; clilf - TJvll£2(O) ::; cdOl t (1 + ITJIB)lIfIlLOO(O)· 
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This proves the lemma. 
Consider also the following result 
Lemma 2.3 Let M E Vo. The functions Uj used in the definition oj uO,M, 
(statement (1.1)), satisfy Uj j~ uO,M in HJ(Oj. Hence, uO,M E HJ(O) and 
therefore it is the unique weak solution of Mu = -1 in O,U = 0 in 80. . 
Proof. From Lemma 2.2, we have uniform bounds on lIujIlHJ(O)' This im-
plies that, by getting a subsequence, there exists a function v E YJ(O) and 
Uj j~ v weakly in HJ(O) and strongly in L2(0). Since we already know that 
Uj j~ uO,M in L~C<O) then v = uO,M. The strong convergence in HJ(O) fol-
lows from Lemma 2.1 and the fact that fo ars8ruj8suj = Io(br8rUjUj + Uj) j~ Io (br8ruO,M uO,M + uO,M) = Io ars8ruO,IM 8suO,M. 
3 On the Equivalence Relation. 
In this section we show that the equivalence relation "'M, defined by (1.2), is 
independent of the operator M E Vo. 
Let us start by proving the following, 
Lemma 3.1 If 0 E e and ME Vo, then HJ(O) = HJ(O*,M). 
Proof. To simplify notation, denote by 0* = O*,M, U = uO,M, u* = un- ,M. 
Since 0 c n* we have HJ(O) C HJ(O*). Therefore, we just need to show that if 
¢J E C8"(O*) then ¢J E HJ(O). 
From [3], Theorem 2,12 (ii), we have that u = u* a.e .. Hence u* E HJ(Oo). 
Let Uj be the functions defined in (1.1). From Lemma 2.3, Uj j~ u = u* 
in HJ(O). Consider the function ¢Jj = ¢J~ E HJ(O). Notice that since ¢J has 
compact support in 0* then u* ~ a > 0 in the support of ¢J and also ¢J~ j~ ¢J 
in HJ(O). This implies that ¢J E HJ(O). This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 3.2 Let x E 80. Let M,!VI E Vo. There exist a, r > 0 such that 
uO,M(y) > a for y E B(x,r) n 0 if and only if there exists a, l' > 0 such that 
uO,M (y) > a for y E B(x, 1') nO 
Proof. Let us assume that there exists a, r > 0 such that uO,M (y) > a for 
y E B(x, r) nO. Notice that from the definition of O*,M we have that B(x, r) C 
O*,M (see also [3]). From the previous lemma, this implies that HJ(O) = HJ(O U 
B(x, r)) = HJ(O*,M). 
Ifuo,M is the unique HJ(O) solution of !VI = -1. i,From the previous obser-
vation we get that uO,M E HJ(O U B(x, r)), and it is the unique HJ(O U B(x, r)) 
solution of!VIu = -1. From this and the maximum principle, it is clear that there 
exists an a > 0 such that uO,M > a in B(x,rj2) n O. This proves the lemma. 
With this lemma it is easy to prove the following result 
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Proposition 3.3 The equivalence relation defined in the set e is independent of 
the operator M E 1)0. That is O*,M = O*,M for any M, !VI E 1)0' 
Proof. The proof is simple. From the previous lemma we have that {x E ao : 
3a, r > O,uO,M(y) > a, Vy E B(x,r) n O} = {x E an : 3a, r > O,uO,M(y) > 
a, Vy E B(x, r) no}. This implies that ao \ rO,M = an \ r O,M ' In particular 
rO,M = r O,M ' This proves the proposition. 
Remark 3.4 Since O*,M is independent of M E 1)0, we can define 0* == O*,M, 
for any M E 1)0 , and the set of all equivalence class e == eM. Also, in view of 
the results of [3J, the properties of the operator L E 1) in 0 and 0* are exactly the 
same. Therefore, from now on, when an open set 0 is considered we can always 
assume that 0 = 0*. We will considered this facts without further mentioning to 
it. 
4 On the Continuity of the whole spectrum. 
Let us start with the following result: 
Lemma 4.1 Let {Oklk>O be a sequence of open sets with Ok c B I, ME 1)0 and 
let uk == uO k ,M. The following statements are equivalent, 
(i). uk k~ Uo in £1)(Bt} for some p E [1,00), 
(ii). uk k~ Uo in £p(BI) for all p E [1,00), 
( .. . ) k k-+oo . HI(B) zzz . u --+ uo zn 1 . 
Proof. We know from the maximum principle that the functions uk are uniformly 
bounded in LOO. From this, it is clear that (iii) => (i) ¢:} (ii). Let us see that (ii) => 
(iii). Assume uk k~ uO in £p(BI) for all p E [1,00). From Lemma 2.2 (iii), we 
have that there exists a constant C independent of k, such that lIukIlHJ(B) :5 C. 
Therefore, we can get a subsequence uk' and a function v E HJ(B) such that 
uk' --+ v weakly in HJ(B) and strongly in L 2 (B). Since uk k~ uO, we have 
that v = uO and that the whole sequence uk converges to uO weakly in HJ(B). 
Moreover, 
This last statement and Lemma 2.1 prove the lemma. 
As usual we denote by aCT) and by peT) the spectrum and the resolvent set 
of the operator T. 
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The operator LEV with Dirichlet boundary conditions in 0 has a resolvent 
operator R()", 0) : L2(0) ~ L2(0). Notice that we can also consider this opera-
tor from L2(BI) ~ L2(Bt}. If ¢ E L2(Bt} we define R()", O)¢ = R()", O)(¢lo) E 
HJ(O) '---+ HJ(BI) '---+ L2(BI)' Also, it is easy to see that the non-zero spectrum 
of R()", 0) in L2(0) and in L2(Bt} coincide. 
Since the spectral projections are given by P = 2~i fr R()", O)d)" for certain 
Jordan curves r in the complex plane, see [17], we can also consider this projections 
from L2(Bt} ~ HJ(B I) '---+ L2(BI ). 
With respect to the behavior of the spectrum and the resolvent operators, we 
have the following result. 
Proposition 4.2 Let {Odk>O be a sequence of open sets with Ok c B I . Let 
L = Bi(aijBj) + biBi + C E V ;;nd denote by M = Bi(aijBj) + biBi E Vo. Denote by 
Lk the operator L with Dirichlet boundary conditions acting on Ok. IfuOk,M k~ 
uOo, M in L2(BI), that is dr (Ok, 0 0 ) k~ 0, then the following statements are 
true: 
{i}. For any CI-Jordan curve r in the complex plane such that r n O'(Lo) = 0, 
there exists a ko = k(r) such that r n O'(Lk) = 0 for k ~ ko . Moreover, if 
Pr,Lk are the spectral projection over the part of the spectrum inside r, we have 
IIPr .Lk - Pr ,LolI.c(L2(B.),HJ(B1 » k~O 
{ii}. If R()", Lk) is the resolvent operator of Lk, then 
IIR()", Lk) - R()", Lo)II.c(L2(Bl),HJ(B.» k~ 0, 
and this convergence is uniform in a compact set r c p(Lo), 
Proof. Let us choose the constant T/ given by Lemma 2.2 so that the conclusions 
of the lemma are valid for the operators Lk - T/. In particular T/ E p(Lk) for all k . 
Let us prove that IIR(T/, Lk) - R(T/, Lo)II.c(L2(Bt} ,HJ(Bt}) k~ 0. This is equivalent 
to show that if Ik E L2(BI) and fk k~ fo weakly in L2(BI) and if Vk E HJ(Ok) 
are the solutions of LkVk - T/Vk = fk for all k ~ 0, then we can get a subsequence, 
denoted by Vk again, such that Vk k~ Vo strongly in HJ(Bt}. 
Denote by Tk = Lk - T/. We know that there exists a constant CI independent 
of k such that IIVkIIHJ(Bt} ~ CIlIk II £2 (Bt}· Therefore we can get a subsequence 
of {vd and a function v E HJ(BI), such that Vk k~ v weakly in HJ(BI) and 
strongly in L2(BI)' 
Let ¢ E C<f(Oo) . Since supp(¢) CC 0 0 , we have that there exists an' Q > ° 
such that uO > Q in supp(¢). Define the function ¢k = ¢. ~ E HJ(Oo) n HJ(Ok), 
for k large enough, and satisfies ¢k ~ ¢ in HJ(Oo) . We have, 
- r aijBi(vk)Bj(¢k) + r biBi(vk)¢k + r CVk¢k - r T/Vk¢k = r fk¢k joo joo joo joo joo 
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Taking the limit as k --. 00 in the above expression, we get 
We claim that v E HJ(no). 
If we assume the claim proved then v = Vo. Moreover, from the above expres-
sions it is easy to see that IB aij8vk8jVk k~ IB aij8v08jvo, which implies, from 
Lemma 2.1, that Vk --. Vo strongly in HJ(B). 
Let us prove the claim. 
Let M E Z+ and denote by I!:(x) = min{M,max{fk(x), -M}} the cut-
off function of Ik at a height M. Let vt: the solution of TkVt: = I!: . By 
the maximum principle we have Ivt: (x)1 ::; uk(x)M, and from Lemma 2.2, we 
have that IIvt:IIHJ{B) ::; cIMini. With a diagonalization procedure we can get a 
subsequence, denoted again with the index k, and functions vM such that vt: k~ 
vM weakly in HJ(B). Since Ivt: (x)1 ::; uk(x)M, we have IvM (x)1 ::; uO(x)M and 
therefore vM E HJ(no). 
Choose p E (J~2' 2). From Lemma2.2 we know that IIvt: - vkllHJ{B) ::; 
c1111!: -lkllLP{B) . 
But 
III!: - IklliP{B) = 1 IlkIP ::; IIlklli2{B) ·I{x : Ilk(X)1 > M}I{2-P)/2 
{x: Ifk{X)I>M} 
Since Ik k~ 10 then II Ik II £2 ::; C independent of k and therefore there exists a 
function g(M) --. 0 as M --. 00 such that I{x : IIk(x)1 > M}I ::; g(M). Hence, 
IIvt: - vkllHJ{B) ::; c1 C [g(M)J{2- p)/2. Letting k --. 00 we obtain IIvM - vllHJ{B) ::; 
c1C[g(M)J{2-p)/2. From the fact that vM E HJ(no) and letting M --. 00 in this 
last expression we obtain that v E HJ(no). 
This shows that IIR(17, Lk) - R(17, Lo) II.c{L2{Btl,HJ (B 1» k~ o. 
To simplify the notation let us denote by 
R~ = R(>., Lk), II . 112 = II . II.c{£2{Btl.£2{Btl) 
II · III = II · II.c(HJ{Btl,HJ{Btl) and II . 112,1 = II ·II.c{L2{Bl) ,HJ{Bl» 
In the notation of Kato, [17J, the operators R~ converge to Rg in the genemlized 
sense, (see Section IV.2.6 of [17]). This implies that a(R~) converges to a(Rg) 
(see Section IV.3.5 of [17]). Hence, since>. E a(Lk) if and only if 1j~>, E a(R~), 
we also have the convergence of a(L",) to a(Lo). 
It is now an standard procedure to prove (ii). If r cc p(Lo) then there exists 
a ko such that r cc p(Lk) for all k ~ ko. If >. E r, using the resolvent equation 
R>. - RJ.' = (J.L - >.)R>.RJ.' it is easy to prove that, 
R~ - R~ = [I - (>. -17)R~][R~ - R~][I - (17 - >'))R~J~l 
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Since IIR~ - Rglb k~ 0 we know that IIR('1~A,R~) - R('1~A,Rg)112 k~ 0 
uniformly for A E r, See [17). This is equivalent to 11[1 - ('" - A»R~)-1 - [I -
("'- A»Rg)-1112 k~ 0 uniformly for A E r and therefore 11[1 - ("'- A»R~1-1112 
is uniformly bounded for A E r. 
Moreover, the function A ~ R~ E C(L2(B1), HJ(B1» '-+ C(HJ(Bd, HJ(B1» 
is continuous, actually analitic, in p(Lo). Therefore, 
uniformly in A E r. This shows part (ii). . 
To show part (i) we just need to realize that if r is a Jordan curve enclosing a 
spectral set I:o c a(Lo), then for k large r will enclose a spectral set I:k C a(Lk) 
and the projections associated to this spectral sets are given by 
1 1 0 Pr,Lo = -2. RAdA, 
1U r 
Hence, 
This proves the proposition. 
5 On the Metric. 
In this Section we study how the metrics dJ;I depend on the operator M . Also, at 
the end of the section we give a proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Let us start with the following, 
Lemma 5.1 Let {Oklk~O be a family of open sets in 8. Let L E S and assume 
that, if {(A~, 1/J~)}~=1' k ~ 0, are the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, ordered 
and counting multiplicity, of - L in Ok with Dirichlet boundary conditions then 
A~ k~ A~ and 111/J~ -1/J~IIL2(Btl k~ o. If <Pk E HJ(Ok) and if <Pk k~, weakly 
in HJ(B1) then, E HJ(Oo) 
Proof. Without loss· of generality we· can assume that A~ > 0 for all nand k . If 
this is not the case we just add a large enough constant", to the operator - Land 
work with", - L. 
Since <Pk ~ , weakly in HJ(Bd then lI<pkIlHJ(Btl $ C, for certain con-
stant independent of k, and <Pk k~ , strongly in L 2 (B1). Notice that, since 
M is selfadjoint, the eigenfunctions form an orthonormal basis in .i2(Ok) and in 
HJ(Ok). Hence, <Pk = E:'=1 (<Pk, 1/J~)1/J~ and E:'=1 1(<Pk , 1/J~)12 A~ $ C 2 . Since 
(<Pk,1/J~) k~(r,1/J~) and A~ ~ A~, we get that E:'=11(r,1/J~)12A~ $ C2 . 
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Hence 1'100 = E~lb,tP~)tP~ E HJ(no). Let us see now that lI¢kll£2(Ok) k~ 
II"Yloo 11£2(00)· If this is true, since lI¢kll£2(Ok) k~ 1I"Y11£2(Bt}, we will have that 
II"YIIL2(Bd = 111'10011£2(00) and therefore l' = 0 in Bl \ no. This means that 
l' E HJ(no). 
Since L has compact resolvent we know that .An n~ +00. Let f be a small 
number and choose no large enough such that .A~ > I/f for all n ~ no. Since 
.A~o k~ .A~o we have .A~o > I/f for k ~ ko. Then, 
111¢kll£2 - 111'100 IIL2(00)1 = 1 E:'=ll(¢k, tP~W - E:'=1Ib,tP~)121 
s 1 E:~l I(¢k, tP~)12 - E:~l lib, tP~)121+ 
+f E:'=no+ll(¢k, tP~W.A~ + f E:~l lib, tP~)12.A~ 
S 1 E:~ll(¢k' tP~)12 - E:~lllb, tP~)121 + fC2 + fC2 k~ 2fC2 
Since f is arbitrarily small, we get III¢kll£2 -lI"Yloo IIL2(00)1 k~ o. This proves the 
lemma. 
We can prove now the following result 
Proposition 5.2 Let MESo and AI E Va. Then 
UOk,M k~ uOo,M in L2(Bt} ==? uOk ,M k~ uOo,M in L2(B) 
Proof. To simplify the notation let us denote by uk = uOk,M and by uk = uOk,M, 
k ~ o. l.From the fact that uk k~ uo in L2(Bl) and Lemma 4.1 we get that 
uk k~ uo in HJ(B1). Also, from Lemma 2.2, we know that IlukIIHJ(B) S C with 
C independent of k. This implies that we can get a subsequence that we still denote 
by uk and a function v E HJ(B) such that uk -'0 v weakly in HJ(B) and strongly 
in L 2 (Bt}. From Lemma 5.1, and Proposition 4.2 we have that v E HJ(S1o). Let 
us see that v = uo. For this, let ¢ E cO"(no). Since supp(¢) cc S10 , we have 
that there exists an Q > 0 such that uo > Q in supp(¢). Define the function 
¢k = ¢ . ~ E HJ(no) n HJ(S1k), for k large enough, and satisfies ¢k k~ ¢ in 
Hl(S1o). We have, 
_ ( aij8i(uk)8j(¢k) + { bi 8i (Uk)¢k k~ _ ( aij 8i (v)8j (¢) + ( bi 8i (v)¢ 
ko ko ko ko 
This implies that the function v E HJ (no) satisfies 
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for any ¢ E C~(Oo). This means that v = ito. This concludes the proof o( the 
proposition. 
Corollary 5.3 Let M,!VI E So. Then 
Proof. Trivial from the above proposition. 
Remark 5.4 In particular, all the metrics dt{" 1 :::; p < 00, dWI MESo induce 
the same topology in 8. 
We can prove now Theorem 1.1 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The fact that (i) implies (ii) is a consequence of Propo-
sition 5.2 and Proposition 4.2. 
Assume now that L is a selfadjoint operator. If uk are the solutions of ~uk = 
-1 in Ok with Dirichlet boundary conditions, we know that there exists a constant 
C such that lIukllHJ(Btl :::; C. Hence, we can get a subsequence, denoted again 
by uk, and a function v E HJ(B1 ) such that uk k~ v weakly in HJ(B1 ) and 
strongly in L2(Bd. From Lemma 5.1, we obtain that v E HJ(Oo). For ¢ E C8"(O) 
we denote by P:(¢) E HJ(Ok) the projection of ¢ over the eigenspace associated 
to .>.~ E a(Lk) . Notice that from (ii), we get IIP:(¢) - P~(¢)IIHJ(Btl ~ o. 
Moreover, fBI 'Vuk'V P:(¢) = fnk 'Vuk'V P:(¢) = fnk P:(¢) = fBI P:(¢) and 
letting k ~ 00, we obtain, fno 'Vv'V P~(¢) = fno P~(¢). Since I = L':=l P~, we 
get fno 'Vv'V¢ = fno ¢, which implies that v = uO. This proves the theorem. 
6 On the space (8, d2) 
In this section we give several examples that show the convergence of domains in 
the metric d2 • We also show that the space (8, d2 ) is not complete. 
Recall that if K is a compact set in mN we define the capacity of K as 
Cap(K) = inf{II'V¢IIL2(RN) : ¢ E Co(mN ), ¢ = 1 in a neighborhood of K} 
It is not difficultto see that if 0 is open and K cc 0 with Cap(K) = 0, then 
HJ(O) = HJ(O \ K). 
Example 1. Let 0 be a domain (or an open set). Let K cc 0 with the property 
that Cap(K) = o. Notice that this implies that HJ(O) = HJ(O\K). Let {Okh>l, 
Ok C 0, with the property that for any compact set J C 0 \ K · there exists a 
ko = ko(J) such that J C Ok for any k ~ ko. A tipical example of a sequence 
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satysfing this property is Ok = 0 \ Uk where Uk C 0 is closed, Uk+l C Uk and 
nUk = K. 
Let us see that uk == unk.~ k~ Uo == un.~ in L2 . The proof is simple. 
Since uk E HJ(Ok) C HJ(O \ K) and lIuk llHl is uniformly bounded we can 
o 
get a subsequence and a function v E HJ(O \ K) such that uk k~ v weakly 
in HJ(O \ K) and strongly in L2 . With the weak formulation of the equation 
6u = -1 we can get that v E HJ(O \ K) is the solution of 6v = -1 in 0 \ K. 
Since HJ(O) = HJ(O \ K) we have that v = uo. 
Moreover, using standard interior estimates, see for example [12], uk ~ uo 
in WI~:(O \ K) and therefore in L~c(O \ K). 
In the case where the set K is a single point, and therefore Cap(K) = 0, if 
N ~ 2, this case includes the one treated in [24]. 
Example 2. With a slight modification of the proof of Example 1 and taking 
into account Example 2.18 of [3], it is not difficult to prove that if 0 satisfies an 
exterior cone condition at each point of its boundary (not necessarily a uniform 
cone condition) and if K CC 0 with Cap(K) = 0, then if Ok satisfies: 
(i). If J cc 0 \ K, there exists a ko = k(J) such that J C Ok for k ~ ko 
(ii). Ink \ 01 k~ 0, 
then uk k~ uo in L2 and in L~c(O \ K). 
This kind of perturbation is even more general than the one given in [5]. It 
also includes the case of a dumbbell domain. 
Example 3. Let us see now an example where 00 C Ok., 10k \ 01 ~ b > 0 but 
still uk k~ uo in L2. To simplify let us work in JR2. 
Let 00 = (-1,0) x (0,1) and define Q = (-1,1) x (0,1). For any k > 1 and 
any h E {l, 2" " k - 1} define the line segment L~ = {(x, ~); x E (0, I]}. Let 
n Q \ Uk - I Lk Th k k-+oo 0' L2 Hk = h=1 h' en, u --4 u In . 
Again, using the fact that uk is a bounded sequence in HJ(Q) we can get a 
subsequence and a function v E HJ(Q) such that uk ~ v weakly in HJ(Q) and 
strongly in L 2 (Q). Moreover v satisfies f no '\lv'\l¢ = fno ¢ for any ¢ E Co(Oo). 
Let us see that v E HJ(Oo), which in turn will imply that v = uo . To see this it 
is enough to prove that v == 0 in Q+ = Q n {x > O}. . . 
From the maximum principle we get that there exists a constant C > 0 such 
that 0 :s uk :S C for all k. Define Q~ = {(x, y); 0 < x < 1, ~ < y < ht l }, and 
let w~ be the solution of 6w = -1 in Q~ with boundary conditions w = 0 in 
aQ~ n {x > O} and w = C in aQ~ n {x = O}. Notice that up to a translation 
w~ = wt for any h, l E {1, 2, . .. ,n - 1}. By the maximum principle again, we 
get that uk :S w~ in Q~. With local estimates at the boundary, see for example 
Theorem 9.26 of [12], we get that for any a > 0, sup{w~(x, y) : x > a} ~ 0 
uniformly in h. This implies that v == 0 in Q+ and therefore v ",,; uo. 
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Finally, we can show 
Proposition 6.1 If 1 ::; p < 00, the space (8, d;;) is not complete. 
Proof. We will construct a cauchy sequence of open sets {nd in (8,df;'), which 
is not convergent. 
First of all we make the observation that if n k is a sequence with nk+l C nk 
and if n k k~ no then necessarily we have no c nnk for any k. This is trivial 
since for fixedh, uk == unk'~ E HJ(nh) for all k 2: h. This means that uO E 
HJ (n h ) and therefore no c n h for any h. 
We will work in JR2 . Define again Q = (-1,1) x (0,1), Q+ = Q n {x > O} 
and Q_ = Q n {x < O} . Let {qn}~=l be an ordering of the points with rational 
coordinates of Q_. Notice that the biggest open set contained in Q \ U:=l qn is 
Q+. Denote by u = uQ and by u+ = uQ+. Since Q+ is a proper subset of Q then 
u+ < u in Q+. Let Bo cc Q+ be a small ball with the property that there exists 
an 0: > 0 such that u(x) - u+(x) > 20: for any x E Bo. 
In view 'of Example 1 and Lemma 4.1, if Qf = Q \ B(ql, f) we have that 
u Q < ~ u in L1' and in L~C<Q+). Choose f small enough so that B(qI, f)nQ+ = 0 
and such t~at JluQ< -uJlLP ::; ~ and JluQ< -uJlLOO(Bo) ::; ~. For this f fixed, define 
nl = Q \ B(ql, f) . 
Let q2* be the first point in {qn} which is contained in n l . As before, we 
choose an f small enough such that B (q2* , f) n Q + = 0 and with the property that 
if n 2 = n l \ B(q2*, f) then Ilu l - u2 11LP ::; ~ and Jlu l - u2J1LOO(Bo) ::; ~. 
We can proceed now to construct the whole sequence nk, where n k = n k- l \ 
B(qk*' f) so that qk* is the first point in the ordering such that qk* E n k- l , 
and f is small enough so that B(qk* , f) n Q+ = 0 and ' lluk - Uk-lIILP ::; ~, 
Jluk - Uk-lIILOO(Bo) ::; ~. 
It is clear that the sequence {uk} is a Cauchy sequence in L1'(Q). It will con-
verge to a function v E L1'(Q). Moreover we get that IIv - uJlLOO(Bo) ::; l::%"=l ~ = 
Q . This implies that v(x) - u+(x) > 0: for any x E Bo. If there exists an open 
no such that d;; (nk , no) k~ 0 then, from the observation above, necessarily we 
have no c nnk c Q\Uqn,which implies that no c Q+. In particular uno::; u+ 
and therefore v =I=- uno. This shows that the sequence {nk} is not convergent in 
df;'. This concludes the proof of the proposition. 
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